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Abstract
This paper responds to the paucity of research on the linkages between voluntourism and
digital technology and seeks to understand the online representation of the phenomenon in a
developing context. In particular, the researchers investigate the so-called ‘online domain’ of
voluntourism in South Africa. The researchers collected a series of web results from search
engines and analysed the presence of traditional and social media websites, the most
relevant presented topics, and the type of argumentation found. Results identify the context
and representation of voluntourism as it transpires virtually. This will contribute to the
understanding of the interplay between voluntourism and digital technology, with specific
emphasis on web presence. Ultimately, results will shed light on how digitally accessible
voluntourism is in South Africa and will set the basis for future investigations.
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1. Introduction, aim and significance
Tourism is a driving force in many developing economies and contributes significantly to
Gross Domestic Product (Sireyjol, 2010). It is also acknowledged that tourism can positively
affect the development of emerging societies, and can assist in social and cultural
diversification (Cánoves et al., 2004; Wang & Pfister, 2008; Herrero & San Martín, 2012). But
while tourism offers several developmental benefits in terms of environmental sustainability,
poverty reduction, education and healthcare, the nature of such contributions remains
uncertain (Deller, 2010). Indeed, tourism also has controversial implications for natural
resources and marginalised groups, notably in the Global South. It is in this context that vying
organisations exploit and monopolise both social and natural capital under the guise of
‘tourism’ (Deller, 2010). Exploitative tourism was historically challenged (Krippendorf, 1987)
and alternative forms gradually arose with a renewed focus on sustainability and local
development. Alternative tourism is an ideologically different form of tourism that is
considered preferable to mass, consumer-driven and exploitative forms (Wearing, 2001).

Voluntourism (or volunteer tourism) is seen as a mode of alternative tourism (e.g. Brown &
Morrison, 2003; Callanan & Thomas, 2005). This is based on the altruistic practices of
volunteering, which generally involve for-good causes that support social, environmental and
cultural development, among others (Sheard, 1992; Wearing, 2001). Voluntourism is thus
considered more personally rewarding and meaningful than mass/mainstream tourism: travel
and philanthropy converge to support local and international development initiatives (see
Stoddart & Rogerson, 2004). Voluntourism is ultimately seen to foster a reciprocal and
mutually beneficial relationship between hosts and guests (Wearing, 2001).

There is a growing body of literature in the tourism field related to volunteers (McGehee,
2002; Brown & Morrison, 2003) and hosting communities (e.g. Higgins-Desboilles, 2003;
Clifton & Benson, 2006; McGehee & Andereck, 2009). Despite this, no research to date has
examined how the internet mediates voluntourism experiences. This aspect is of interest due
to the growing significance of the internet both in tourism experience planning (Buhalis & Law,
2008) and in socio-economic development (Unwin, 2009). Indeed, the emerging global state
of hyperconnectivity, fundamentally driven through the internet, is reshaping the traditional
dynamics of tourism and its relationships with tourist-consumers, enterprises and
communities (Bilbao-Osorio et al., 2013).

This study aims to critically assess the online representation of voluntourism in a given
country, namely South Africa. Theoretically, this research is framed within the work of Xiang,
Wober and Fesenmaier (2009) and of Xiang and Gretzel (2010) who investigate the so-called
‘Online Tourism Domain’ accessible through search engines, highlighting its structure and
composition. Methodologically, the research is based on the work of Inversini, Cantoni and
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Buhalis (2009) and Inversini and Cantoni (2010) in which a structured content analysis (Riffe
et al., 1998) was used to qualitatively analyse a series of web pages collected on popular
search engines.

Our aim is to map the context and representation of voluntourism as it transpires virtually. To
do so, we identified a series of relevant keywords (e.g. Jansen et al., 2008) related with
voluntourism in South Africa and subsequently queried the popular search engine
Google.com with each keyword. A series of web results were collected, stored and analysed,
specifically examining the presence of traditional and social media websites, the most
relevant presented topics, and the type of argumentation found. The research is framed within
the area of online information search (Jang, 2004) and is operationalised in the context of
tourism, and specifically the context of voluntourism (in which there is a paucity of technology
oriented research – e.g. Nyahunzvi, 2013). This study has been designed to deepen the
understanding of the interplay between voluntourism and digital technology with a specific
focus on the internet. Ultimately, results will identify how digitally accessible voluntourism is in
a developing economy and will set the basis for future investigations.

2. Context
In what follows, our literature review assimilates four areas of inquiry: (i) a critical review of
the concept of voluntourism; (ii) voluntourism and its relation to development and the cultural
economy; (iii) the status of voluntourism in South Africa; and (iv) the significance of
information search in the context of the online domain. From a collective review of these
areas, we deduce an under-explored yet emerging theme (i.e. the interplay between digital
technologies and voluntourism), which sets the foundation for an empirical exploratory study.

2.1 Voluntourism
Voluntourism is defined in industry as ‘a seamlessly integrated combination of voluntary
service to a destination along with the best, traditional elements of travel – arts, culture,
geography, and history – in that destination’ (voluntourism.org). In academia, in the seminal
work of Wearing (2001:1), it is defined as ‘a type of alternative tourism in which tourists
volunteer in an organised way to undertake holidays that might involve aiding or alleviating
the material poverty of some groups in society, the restoration of certain environments or
research into aspects of society or environment’. In general terms, voluntourism is the use of
personal time and money to travel out of the sphere of regular activity to assist others in need
(McGehee & Santos, 2005).

Voluntourism is an expanding sector of the tourism industry (Brown & Morrison, 2003; Bakker
& Lamoureux, 2008) and can be categorised under ‘alternative tourism’ and/or ‘ethical
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consumerism’. In this regard, it is widely accepted that voluntourism should generate a
positive impact for locals in host destinations, and a mutually beneficial host-guest
relationship in a tourist destination (McIntosh & Zahra, 2007; Sin, 2010). Nonetheless, despite
the growing body of research in the field (McGehee, 2002; Brown & Morrison, 2003; Lupoli et
al., 2014; Smith & Font, 2014), most studies focus on volunteers, examining their motivations
and experiences (Wearing & McGehee, 2013). Few studies to date (McGehee & Andereck,
2009) discuss the role of voluntourism and its implications for hosting communities (e.g.
Higgins-Desboilles, 2003; Clifton & Benson, 2006). This is unexpected because of the
exploitative practices and marginalisation of local hosts that are often associated with
international tourism expansion (Pastran, 2014).

The effects of voluntourism on local communities should be studied in more depth, with
stronger monitoring and evaluation (Lupoli et al., 2014; Taplin et al., 2014). As Butcher (2011)
underlines, there is a lack of substantial benefit for the hosts within current research.
Guttentag (2009) argues for a critical approach towards voluntourism and questions the
idealistic depiction of the sector in many existing studies. Voluntourism is in fact often
characterised by “a romantic view of poverty, and in the academic discussion, a strong postdevelopment outlook” (Butcher, 2011:75). Similarly, due to the great variety of volunteer
tourism experiences on offer, the industry has become ‘increasingly ambiguous in definition
and context’ (Callanan & Thomas, 2005:195). This is coupled with the rapid expansion and
commercialisation of the voluntourism sector (Butcher, 2011; Guttentag, 2011; Raymond,
2011).

Volunteer tourism projects are often conceived and developed in a top-down manner; that is
by not considering the real needs, complexities and situated contexts of hosting communities
(Raymond, 2011). For Mostafanezhad and Kontogeorgopoulos (2014), the approach should
be bottom-up and the tourism industry should develop (volunteer related) policies to
contribute more positively to the overall voluntourism experience. Thus, without a shift in the
conceptualisation and marketisation of voluntourism (i.e. by organisations and actual
volunteers) the sustainability of volunteer projects in developing contexts could be
undermined (Lyons & Wearing, 2008).

2.2 Voluntourism, development and the cultural economy
By its high-level definition, voluntourism as a form of sustainable tourism is conceived around
three intersecting domains: the environment, the economy, and culture (Cheong, 2008:11).
The environmental domain concerns the productive use of natural resources without
impeding the use of those same resources for future generations. This extends to the
protection of natural heritage and biodiversity. The economic domain concerns that which
creates or supplements income-generation through tourism, and ensuring that there is
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equitable access to the tourism economy. Finally, the culture domain entails a respect for
local custom and the promotion of inter-cultural understanding (ibid.).

There is in this vein a clear developmental aim in the concept and practice of voluntourism.
This is not always determinable in the actual ‘push and pull’ motivations of voluntourists
(Daldeniz & Hampton, 2010), who may embark on volunteer tourism activities for a diversity
of reasons. Some of the push factors include altruistic motives (the desire to travel with a
purpose), or personal ambitions (such as self-enhancement, professional development, and
the desire for social interaction or independence). Pull factors foster the individual’s desire to
travel and explore other parts of the world, underlining the importance of destination
marketing and its power to create perceived images within potential volunteer-tourists.
Indeed, volunteers are heavily influenced in their decision-making by the representations of
destinations portrayed in promotional materials (including websites – Daldeniz & Hampton,
2010:8).

Despite personal, economic or touristic motivations, voluntourism is still largely a stimulus for
community and regional development, intrinsically tied to travel (Daley, 2013). One of its
largest development markets, not limited to the Global South, is the heritage industry,
otherwise referred to as the cultural economy. Indeed, with mass production and consumption
brought on by globalisation, the demand for cultural goods and services has surged.
Consequently, the marketisation of culture has become a massive global enterprise for
tourists, volunteers, destination marketers, and consumers (Comaroff & Comaroff, 2009).
Historical examples of survivalist cultural economies (Parnaby, 2008) indicate the market or
commercial value a “culture” can have in contemporary society. This value regards cultural
and social differentiation in the economic sector in which brands and products have
diversified and extended into ‘markets at the outskirts’. As Pratt (2007:5-6) observes, “cultural
products, once the realm of ‘one offs’ and ‘live performance’, are now readily reproducible
millions of times (for the same economic input)”. This has sparked a batch of creative
producers, wishing to craft livelihoods from their cultural ‘uniqueness’. Ultimately, the cultural
economy is one where constituencies have come to position themselves in generic market
form, optimised for tourist consumption. Cultural enterprises negotiate their value in economic
terms and have to produce, package, brand, sell, profit and distribute accordingly (Comaroff &
Comaroff, 2009).

With its simultaneous promise of authentic travel and local development, the culture industry
(Adorno, 1991) becomes deeply embedded in the voluntourism enterprise. It is in this context
that local communities capitalise on the seemingly exotic qualities of their cultural and natural
heritage – a distinctive ‘otherness’. Such uniquely cultural features are marketed to outsiders
(tourists, volunteers, consumers) to generate income, sustain natural resources, and garner
interest in local upliftment initiatives (see Lacey et al., 2012). It is against this background of
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cultural commodification that voluntourism is seen as a controversial practice, precisely
because of its uncertain (and self-commoditising) implications for local groups.

2.3 Voluntourism in South Africa
South Africa is one of the top destination choices for voluntourists and the responsible
tourism industry in the country is well regulated. In 2002, 280 representatives from 20
countries signed a historic declaration at the Cape Town Conference on Responsible Tourism
in Destinations. This formed the basis for responsible tourism in the country and included
several key directives (adapted from Alexander, 2012:48):
a) Generating greater economic benefits for local people and enhancing the well-being
of host communities;
b) Improving working conditions and access to the industry;
c) Involving local people in decisions that affect their lives and life chances;
d) Making positive contributions to the conservation of natural and cultural heritage;
e) Providing more enjoyable experiences for tourists through meaningful connections
with local people; and
f)

Promoting a greater

understanding of

diversity, local culture, social

and

environmental issues.

In 2011, the Department of Tourism published the ‘National Minimum Standard for
Responsible Tourism’ (NMSRT). This was created to establish a common understanding of
responsible tourism, and to be the baseline standard for tourism businesses in the country
(South African Department of Tourism, 2012). The NMSRT consists of 41 criteria for local
tourism organisations (operators, destination marketers, non-profits) to be used as
benchmarks toward or evaluations of responsible tourism goals (Alexander, 2012). Some of
the foremost aspects of the NMSRT include sustainable operations and management, as well
as economic, environmental, social and cultural sustainability. Similar organisational
initiatives have included Fair Trade in Tourism South Africa, established to certify South
African tourist organisations that benefit local communities, and that operate in ethically,
socially and environmentally responsible ways (ibid.).

Despite the increased recognition of responsible tourism in South Africa, there is a shortage
of literature on the many aspects and implications of volunteer tourism in the country. Indeed,
tourism studies undertaken here are fragmented, spanning a range of topics such as cultural
tourism, LGBT tourism, wine tourism, ecotourism, and backpacker tourism (Alexander, 2012).
Supported through the growing body of literature (e.g. Taplin et al., 2014; Smith & Font,
2014), voluntourism can be considered a promising and interesting research area in the
Southern African Context. Furthermore, the online domain of voluntourism is unexplored in
the academic literature, and this relates particularly to issues of its visibility and accessibility
through search engines.
7

2.4 Information search and voluntourism
The internet has had a considerable impact on both the global tourism industry (Buhalis &
Law, 2008) and on socio-economic development (Unwin, 2009). There is a lack of research in
voluntourism literature on the role and impact of ICT (Nyahunzvi, 2013).

Within the ICT and internet landscape, special attention should be given to search engines as
the preferred gateway to online information (Cilibrasi & Vitanyi, 2007). The internet can be
seen as a complex and interrelated collection of webpages (Baggio et al., 2007). Therefore,
locating or pinpointing relevant information within this grand network becomes a critical task
(Hecht et al., 2012). This concerns the issue of online information search, which has attracted
the interest of academics and practitioners in the last decade (e.g. Jang, 2004). A central
issue in information search is the possibility of locating correct and relevant information in the
online domain (Xiang et al., 2008). Search engines are the fundamental entry points to online
material and their results even shape the way users perceive the available information
(Wöber, 2006). A study by Xiang et al. (2008) defined the so-called ‘Online Tourism Domain’
as the collection of webpages that are relevant for a given tourism query through search
engines. This is populated by different web pages dealing with destination content and
consists of a given number of domains (i.e. most search engine results are domain
duplicates). Moreover, the online tourism domain is not highly accessible. Only a small
percentage of indexed pages are obtainable by end users because. This is because, despite
a high number of results, only 1000 search results per search query are actually visible by
internet users. In the case of the online tourism domain, the visibility ratio (i.e. the actual
accessible web pages) is 0.032% of the total indexed pages (Xiang et al., 2008).

A subsequent study by Xiang & Gretzel (2010) indicated that social media also populates
search engine results. Indeed, social media has gained increased recognition within the
search engine listing (Gretzel, 2006). This is particularly relevant for a sector like tourism,
where the decision-making process is (also) based on the experiences of others (Pan &
Fesenmaier, 2006; Gretzel & Yoo, 2008). Additionally, research has demonstrated that social
media incorporate similar content to traditional websites, but with different representational
strategies (Inversini & Buhalis, 2009). Traditional websites tend to portray a neutral or positive
image (e.g. of the destination). Social media websites, conversely, encompass media
impressions created by consumers, typically informed by subjective experiences, and
archived or shared online for easy access by other impressionable consumers (Blackshaw,
2006).

Such impressions are a mixture of facts and opinions, impressions and sentiments,
experiences, and even rumours (Blackshaw & Nazzaro, 2006), ultimately characterised by a
variety of feelings expressed by contributors (Inversini et al., 2009). It becomes pertinent,
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then, to consider social media in the online tourism domain, especially how it relates to the
topic of voluntourism. This pertains specifically to its visibility, its representation of content,
and the sentiments that are expressed through it. And as has been discussed formerly,
voluntourism is an already under-explored topic in the literature, and research into its online
presence, traditionally and socially, may deepen our understanding of the phenomenon.

3. Research design
We collected a series of web results from search engines based on the existing literature
dealing with information search (e.g. Pan & Fesenmaier, 2006). Our research design is
theoretically based on the work of Xiang, Wöber and Fesenmaier (2008) and Xiang and
Gretzel (2010) who investigated the structure and composition of the Online Tourism Domain
in a statistical manner. Methodologically, the research employs content analysis: we analysed
search engine results in a qualitative manner using a codebook as already conducted in the
field of tourism by Inversini, Cantoni and Buhalis (2009). Through this research design, we
created an exploratory setting to understand the type of information presented search engine
results. These findings help describe the respective information providers, topics discussed,
and type of communication with respect to voluntourism. We selected South Africa as a case
study due to being one of the most popular African destinations (e.g. Tripadvisor Award
2013). The country is also a recognised voluntourist destination (see Stoddard & Rogerson,
2004).

Overall, this research was designed to investigate the online domain of voluntourism in South
Africa and will address the following research questions in particular:

Question 1: How is the online domain of voluntourism composed?
Question 2: What are the voluntourism topics covered in the search engine listing?
Question 3: What ‘feelings’ do the retrieved web pages express about voluntourism?

3.1 Data collection
Search queries reflect a diversity of user goals that can include navigational goals (looking for
a specific web page), informational goals (trying to obtain a piece of information), and
transactional goals (carrying out a certain action) (Jansen & Molina, 2006). Recently, Jansen
et al. (2008) found that user queries are largely informational (81%), followed by navigational
tasks (10%) and transactional tasks (9%). This study is based on informational queries as the
predominant form of searching.
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Furthermore, in travel and tourism, recent studies indicate that traveller queries tend to be
concise, typically consisting of less than four keywords (Jansen et al., 2008). Most travellers
do not go beyond the results provided on the second or third page of a search engine
(Inversini et al., 2009). A United States study claimed that online searchers usually focus on
cities as the geographical delimiter instead of states or countries (Pan et al., 2007).
Additionally, travellers often combine their searches for accommodation with other aspects of
the trip, including dining, attractions, destinations, or transportation (Xiang et al., 2008).

Following the aforementioned criteria, we created three sets of keywords [Kn] to analyse the
online domain of voluntourism. For each keyword, we stored and analysed the first 30 results
(i.e. first three pages). The first set of keywords described the generic phenomenon of
voluntourism in South Africa:
[K1] ‘volunteer and tourism South Africa’
[K2] ‘voluntourism South Africa’

The second set of keywords related to possible voluntourism activities in South Africa. These
were clustered from the United Nations Development Programme and its Human
Development Report (UNDP, 2013). The use of ‘volunteer and tourism’ was preferred to the
use of ‘voluntourism’ to enhance the descriptive power of the online search. The selected
keywords as part of the second set are:
[K3] ‘volunteer and tourism Community Development South Africa’
[K4] ‘volunteer and tourism Human Rights South Africa’
[K5] ‘volunteer and tourism Health South Africa’
[K6] ’volunteer and tourism Education South Africa
[K7] ‘volunteer and tourism Heritage South Africa’
[K8] ‘volunteer and tourism Environment South Africa’
[K9] ‘volunteer and tourism Technology South Africa’
[K10] ‘volunteer and tourism Youth Development South Africa’
[K11] ’volunteer and tourism Social Protection South Africa’

The third set of keywords was geographically related (capital cities of each of the nine
provinces):
[K12] ‘volunteer and tourism Cape Town’
[K13] ‘volunteer and tourism Mahikeng’
[K14] ‘volunteer and tourism Kimberley’
[K15] ‘volunteer and tourism Mbombela’
[K16] ‘volunteer and tourism Polokwane’
[K17] ‘volunteer and tourism Pietermaritzburg’
[K18] ‘volunteer and tourism Johannesburg’
[K19] ‘volunteer and tourism Bloemfontein’
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[K20] ‘volunteer and tourism Bisho’

In January 2014, we collected data by means of the popular search engine google.com,
which in the same month had a 71.32% market share of desktop searches (Net Market
Share, 2014).

3.2 Data analysis
With respect to the designed queries, we collected 600 web page addresses. Only the first
three pages of the results listing have been considered as relevant for this research (as they
are considered relevant for end-users both from academia and industry - iProspect, 2006).
Collected results (20 keywords x 30 search results each = 600 total search results) were
stored and interpreted using a codebook as an instrument for content analysis (Riffe et al.,
1998). The analysis was structured along two sections. Section A described the general
nature of the search results: website types (traditional or social), detailed website type (e.g.
consumer review, newspaper, destination site), website topics and frequency (tourism,
volunteering, and voluntourism), and detailed content types (e.g. informative, advertisement,
comment/review) (see Xiang & Gretzel, 2008; Inversini et al., 2009).

Section B was designed to categorise: the nature of the arguments presented (from factual to
emotional, measured on a scale from 0 to 5 – Inversini, 2011); the feelings expressed by such
arguments (from negative to positive, measured on a scale from 0 to 5 – Inversini, 2011); and
the level of engagement for visitors/users (from no engagement to active community,
measured on a scale from 0 to 4 – Li, 2010). Three coders took part in the analysis of search
results; after intensive training, inter-coder reliability was calculated using the Fleiss Kappa
method (Fleiss, 1971; Sim & Wright, 2005) resulting in 0.87. This calculation, along with the
training, was necessary to maintain a high level of agreement among coders.

4. Results
4.1 Keyword relevance
Among the collected search engine results, 17.8% (n= 107) was either faulty (link not
working) or not relevant for the research (webpage did not reference voluntourism). The final
sample of websites for the analysis consisted of 493 search engine results (n=493). Searches
using geographical keywords (see Table 1) resulted in more faulty and irrelevant websites.
Conversely, searches using activity-based keywords generally listed more functional and
relevant sites.
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Type of keywords

Percentage not relevant or faulty

Generic

8.30%

Activity-based

5.19%

Geographical

32.59%

[Table 1: Faulty and irrelevant results ]

For geographical searches, larger (or better known) cities list more relevant and working
results than smaller cities (Figure 1).

[K15] Mbombela
[K13] Mahikeng
[K20] Bisho
[K16] Polokwane
[K14] Kimberley
[K18] Johannesburg
[K17] Pietermaritzburg
[K19] Bloemfontein
[K12] Cape Town
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[ Figure 1: Frequency of irrelevant results for geographical keywords ]

4.2 Type of websites
Results were dominated by traditional websites (87%), the majority of which belonged to
voluntourism organisations (27.5%). The percentage of each website type is listed below.
Type of website

Social

Traditional

Detailed website type

Overall representation

Consumer review

4.90%

Blogs

3.60%

Other social media

2.80%

Social networks

1.20%

Virtual community

0.60%

Voluntourism organisation

27.50%

Other

21.30%

Destination website

15.60%

Other tourism related websites

9.90%

Other voluntourism websites

9.50%

Newspaper

2.40%

Personal site

0.60%

[Table 2: Website types ]
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15 domains dominated the search results listing, representing 28.8% of the overall analysed
results. The most popular domains in the sample are: southafrica.info (n=35), tripadvisor.com
(n=23), africanimpact.com (n=16), backpackingsouthafrica.co.za (n=12), linkedin.com (n=10),
gooverseas.com (n=10), and voluntourism.org (n=10).

4.3 Website topics and frequency
Most of the surveyed websites present topics about volunteering (36.60%) or voluntourism
(42.80%). Only one out of five search results present content about tourism (Table 3).

Topic presented

Representation

Social Media

Traditional

Voluntourism

39.57%

3.03%

36.43%

Volunteering

36.60%

0.80%

35.82%

Tourism

20.60%

7.69%

12.95%

[Table 3: Website topics presented. 3.23% of the results did not present any topic ]

For generic keywords (K1 and K2), a predominance of topics deal with voluntourism (70.07%
and 70.58% respectively). The second group of activities keywords (from K3 to K11) lists a
predominance of volunteering topics with the exception of K7 ‘volunteer and Tourism Heritage
South Africa’ and K8 ‘volunteer and Tourism Environment South Africa’, which present topics
about voluntourism (50% and 48.27% respectively). The geographical keywords (K12 to K20)
list more results about tourism with the exception of K12 ‘volunteer and Tourism Cape Town’
and K18 ‘volunteer and Tourism Johannesburg’ which present topics about voluntourism
(73.07% and 65.21% respectively).
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[Figure 2: Topic frequency for each keyword]

4.4 Typology of content
Most of the analysed websites present informative content (78%) with long text (86%). Table
4 also indicates the small number of social/interactive websites present within the sample.
Comment/review websites as well as picture and discussion group websites represent a small
proportion of the overall sample.

Item type

Representation

Informative item

78.70%

Advertisement

13.40%

Comment/review

5.90%

Discussion group

1.80%

Picture (image sharing or visual platform)

0.20%

[Table 4: Typology of content ]
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4.5 Type of arguments and feelings
Website topics are covered mostly in a fully factual way (24.9%) although 57.6% results
indicate mixed factual and emotional arguments (with different degrees of emotions).
Regarding the overall ‘feeling’ for each website, a general tendency to be positive (63.23%)
was recorded. 28.6% of the analysed results did not present any observable feelings and
were mostly informative in nature. The remaining 71.4% (n=352) results presented mostly
positive feelings. Table 5 presents the breakdown of feelings among website types and
topics.

Website

Topic

type

Social

Traditional

Positive

Mostly

Positive

Mostly

Negative

feelings

positive

and

negative

feelings

feelings

negative

feelings

Tourism

3.45%

2.03%

0.41%

0.00%

0.00%

Voluntourism

1.83%

0.00%

0.61%

0.00%

0.00%

Volunteering

0.20%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

Tourism

6.49%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

Voluntourism

23.73%

2.03%

0.81%

0.00%

0.00%

Volunteering

27.99%

0.41%

0.81%

0.41%

0.20%

[Table 5: Feelings for each topic ]

Examining the social media websites, users do express positive feelings about tourism,
voluntourism and volunteering (Table 5). Traditional websites also present feelings in order to
persuade prospective travellers and volunteers to enrol in such experiences. This is
interesting as the critical lens of volunteering modifies the usual communication strategies of
tourism websites (i.e. no feelings are typically expressed on traditional websites – e.g.
Inversini et al., 2009). Engagement level is absent or low (83.6%) thus demonstrating the
weak presence of social media websites.

5. Discussion
From these results, we observed that the most relevant voluntourism websites are not derived
from geographical keywords. This contradicts tourism literature (e.g. Pan et al., 2007), as
geographical keywords in this study are mostly unrelated to useful voluntourism content. We
hypothesise that this is due to changing travel motivations, where the type of volunteering
activities (or individual ambitions) are more relevant with respect to specific locations. Indeed,
voluntourism does bring an important social aspect to the travel motivations of tourists, and
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such aspects may become more pertinent when searching for possible volunteering
experiences.

Furthermore, this may provide some initial evidence that the geographic locations (provincial
capital cities) are presently unknown or unpopular voluntourism destinations. Many of these
cities – apart from Cape Town and Johannesburg – seem unconnected to voluntourism
activities, at least in terms of online presence, visibility, and accessibility (refer to Table 1 and
Figure 1). However, the strong presence of destination websites (especially southafrica.info,
with a frequency of 35 domain counts) indicates that there is a growing content base at
national level concerning voluntourism. Most of the pages from this website promote
volunteering as a form of alternative tourism in the country. Pages here also highlight the
many possibilities of volunteering in South Africa and provide tips and incentives for joining
these experiences.

Additionally there is a lesser presence of social media websites within our sample. Only
12.99% of the analysed websites are related to the social media categories defined within our
codebook (see Table 2). In fact, most of the analysed websites present informative content
(78.70%, Table 4) with long text, with minimal social and engaging (Web 2.0) content. This is
in line with the findings of Xiang and Gretzel (2009) who described a social media
representation of 11% in their research. However, due to the recent developments and the
growing popularity of social media in the tourism industry, we expected to find a higher
presence in our sample. Therefore, it is possible to claim that voluntourism in South Africa is
more significantly represented by traditional websites than by social media.

The topics discussed within the search results (Table 3) are grouped along tourism (20.60%),
volunteering (36.60%) and voluntourism (42.80%). Strangely, the nature of the results is a
mixture of factual and emotional arguments (57.60%). This demonstrates that, although the
results are informative and not based on social responses, informative items do incorporate
emotional content to communicate voluntourism content. This contradicts previous research
in the tourism field where non-social media websites are seen to convey only informative and
factual content (Inversini et al., 2009). However, this may reflect the nature of the domain
investigated, where social issues related with volunteering and travel motivations need to be
substantiated by emotional arguments.

Moreover, it is observed that traditional websites mostly present positive content about the
topic of volunteering (27.99% – Table 5). This is arguably to introduce and promote the
practice toward target audiences more effectively, as it may be an unfamiliar topic or
experience to most visitors. However, social media websites mostly present positive content
about tourism. Because social media sites are often for commenting on lived experiences
(e.g. Blackshaw & Nazzaro, 2006), this may indicate that persons who did the actual
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voluntourism experience comment (almost uniquely) about tourism in a good way (3.45% –
Table 5), and not about volunteering.

5.1. The online domain of voluntourism
The aforementioned results have helped to address our respective research questions. In
terms of Question 1, the composition of the online domain, we observe the essentially
‘traditional’ landscape of the voluntourism search listing (Table 2). The majority of websites –
mostly voluntourism organisations – exhibit web 1.0 characteristics: static user interfaces and
limited or no user-generated content. Voluntourism is also accessible as a topic using a
variety of keywords, although geographical keywords are the least definitive in finding
relevant voluntourism information. Generic and activity-driven keywords are more effective in
searching for relevant experiences (but may vary in topic). Aside from shifting travel
motivations, this may be simply due to the unique and relatively unfamiliar concept of
voluntourism: users look for informative content before considering actual, geographically
based projects.

As for Question 2, voluntourism organisations do seem strongly represented in the search
listing, and the topic of voluntourism is equally accessible – along with tourism and
volunteering – among such sites (Table 3). Of course, topic frequency varies for each
keyword. The topic of voluntourism is more accessible using generic or single keywords, than
it is using geographical and activity qualifiers. Irrespective of keyword, the search engine
listing is largely informative/informational, with limited social or user-generated content (Table
4). Although in agreement with literature, this is slightly surprising given the increasing
prevalence of social media in South Africa and globally.

Considering Question 3, the majority of webpages indicate mixed factual and emotional
arguments, followed by mostly positive feelings. This is despite the largely informative basis
of the search listing. As explained, this may be due to the intersecting components of
voluntourism as not only a singular travel experience, but also a complex development
activity. In this case, purely factual information might betray the development aspect as an
emotionally and socio-culturally dynamic activity. Positive feelings also strengthen the
marketing value of voluntourism as a rewarding and highly beneficial activity for touristvolunteers.

6. Concluding thoughts
Ultimately, this research has helped to illuminate the composition of the online domain of
voluntourism in South Africa as an emerging sector in the responsible tourism landscape.
Given the exploratory and interpretivist nature of this research, results are limited to this
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context. Future research may look to explore the composition of this domain in other
countries and regions with a similar methodology. Overall, voluntourism in South Africa is
digitally accessible as a topic in the web domain, and users will likely find content that suits
their needs. However, voluntourism is limited in other respects: content is largely informative,
topics do not generally consider voluntourism exclusively, social engagement is low and usergenerated content is limited. Consequently, voluntourism has not penetrated the social
domain effectively, which renders it outside of a large and active user base. This may further
inhibit voluntourism as an agent of development and the local cultural economy, as it is not
mediated effectively through online means.

Theoretically, this research sheds light on the online representation of voluntourism in South
Africa, highlighting the composition of the online voluntourism domain. This in itself is
valuable for ascertaining the local online presence of an emerging and important theme in the
South African economic context. Unlike previous research in the field of tourism, furthermore,
this study questions the use of geographical keywords to find relevant information about
voluntourism experiences with respect to the use of specific activities related keywords. We
hypothesise that this is due to the purpose of the research undertaken, and ultimately to the
purpose and motivation of the actual travel. Likewise, we expected to find a vast number of
social media websites discussing actual tourism experiences (as highlighted in previous
research in the field). In our study, the voluntourism online domain presents a relatively small
number of social media websites and the touristic experience is barely mentioned: what is
crucial in these analysed results is the social experience.

On a practical level, this research helps to ground the relevance of the topic for South Africa:
the national tourism board is very much present within the search results and is actively
disseminating information about responsible travel and volunteering within the country. There
is a clear interest by the national tourism board in attracting volunteers and helping them in
having meaningful experiences. This research can support such interests, sharpen the online
promotion of meaningful experiences, and build toward more inclusive and engaging
volunteer-touristic practices. Currently, users and potential volunteer-tourists are restricted to
static and informative content, two thirds of which is not even exclusively devoted to
voluntourism. This reflects the fragmented nature of the industry. Future research may
deepen this line of inquiry by focusing on the social perimeters of voluntourism in the online
search domain, especially in the context of economically developing countries.
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